
ADVANTAGES

 Solid made housing, 
powder-coated die-cast 
aluminium for durability

 Economical - wears out 
evenly

Face milling machine

BFF 222
hand guided

Face milling machine for grinding and milling 
layer by layer to the nearest millimeter

 For interior or exterior areas, house facades, concrete walls, 
floor pavements, industrial floors, oil- or flax colours, adhesive 

 left-overs, concrete left-overs or colour marking   

dust (clearly below the limit of 0,1 mg/m3)
 Quick and effective: 1 m2 of plaster can be acheived 

6 mm deep in less than 2 minutes
 Machine heads turn in the opposite direction compensating 

 the torque making it easy and precise to use 
 Suction device Ø 38 mm

   

 POWER TORQUE SPEED GRINDING WIDTH GRINDING DEPTH WEIGHT

 800 W 10 Nm 1.100 rpm 190 mm up to 6 mm 5,1 kg
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 Face milling maching BFF 222 in metal carrying case and accessories    48223 
 Face milling machine BFF 222 with carbide interchanging cutter tool    6434 
 Face milling machine BFF 222 with starmiller set    58529 
 Diamond grinding disc set for grinding of concrete surfaces, milling and renovating work on floors 
 (screed and industrial floors) and removing colour    55327   
 Starmiller set (including slide plate)    60616 
 Starmiller SF 80 (set) to remove and balance of soft floor pavement, weathered facades, grinding of heat  54957 
 sensitive material, e.g. polyester color in swimming pools, grinding left-overs and paint from concrete, 
 removal of carpet left-overs and adhesives     
 Slide plate for dust reduction needed!   
 Turbo-starmiller SF 80 (set) for very aggressive removal! To remove and balance of soft floor pavement,   54957   
 weathered facades, grinding of heat sensitive material, e.g. polyester color in swimming pools, grinding  
 left-overs and paint from concrete, removal of carpet left-overs and adhesives.      
 Set of spare starmillers (16 pieces per starmiller)    57984 
 Slide plate for starmiller and carbide interchanging cutter tool    57463 
 Carbide grinding disc set left/right complete with adapter for grinding    49643 
 Carbide tipped cutter set for milling work on plaster, plain surfaces, removal of carpet left-overs,     55335 
 adhesives, etc.     
 Keying tool set including slide plate for roughening natural stone    73288 
 Carbide interchanging cutter tool with long life time for the smooth or aggressive removal (carbide plates 73379 
 
 material with greasing tendancy, e.g. oil paint in swimming pools, different colours on different surfaces, 

 
 Only possible if using slide plate.   

 BFF 222  ID # 

Keying tool set

Carbide tipped cutter setDiamond grinding disc set

Slide plate Carbide interchanging cutter tool set
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